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All the things consumers can do with Diatomaceous Earth: Over 101 easy ways to â€œgo greenâ€•

with this amazing food grade Diatomaceous Earth (DE) that originates from ancient fossilized algae

provided by Mother Nature. * Safer natural insecticide for homes, gardens, animals, birds, barns,

farms, kennels, grains, crops, schools, parks, etc. * Learn what DE is, where it comes from, & how

to use it. * Learn tools, application methods & recipes for applying DE. * Learn how to read labels

correctly to choose the right kind of DE. * Learn how to identify and distinguish from unsuitable

industrial filtering grades. * Learn about health risks linked to toxic chemical pesticides. * Discover

eco-stories & anecdotal comments from all kinds of successful users of DE. * Find healthier & more

contented birds & animals: DE rids fleas, ticks, lice & parasites. * Use DE as an animal feed additive

for improved nutrition & health. * Use DE in animal feed as an anti-caking agent for anti-clumping,

easy flow & mixing. * Use DE as a deodorizer on manure for drier mangers, barns, & stables for less

flies. * Use DE as a soil amender for clay soils for more porosity & supply 14 trace minerals. * Use

DE for protecting & storing grains & seeds. * Use DE to clean up oil spills. * Use DE to clean &

polish tarnished silver & copper. * Use DE to dry leaves & flowers for arrangements. * Use DE as a

non-scratching soft scrub. * Use DE to remove light scratches from vehicles. * Use DE as a

deodorizer in shoes, kitty litter, refrigerator, vacuum bags & garbage cans, etc.
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Diatomaceous Earth in food quality is definitely a subject we need to learn more about.The tips in



this book are worth the price of this little book.I intend to use it as instructed in my garden this year

as well as in the house.It seems to be effective against flies. The smaller insects avoid it.I am also

using it around my cats as this is the season as spring and summer arrive.A liberal amount in the

litter boxes has shown a little bit of a result already.I would like to see more merchants carrying this

book and the Earth locally.Be careful because there are two different types. One is for swimming

pool filters. The other is for around animals like your pets. Find "food quality" on the labels.The book

goes into how much to mix and how to mix it. That is what makes the book worthwhile.

This books is perfect for those who want to explore the uses for diatomaceous earth, otherwise

known as fossil flour. It is extremely helpful and puts you in the direction of saying "NO" to

pesticides and "YES" to natural ways to keep your environment green and bug free....and other

uses too! Check it out!

I purchased some DE recently (in last year) and have used it for many purposes written about in this

book.It wouldn't hardly be possible for her to list every parasite, pathogen, bacteria, virus and

whatever else in one book, however there s enough information in this book for a "rational" thinking

human to grab the ball and run with it. I have used it for ground hornets, bugs on the apple trees

and a plumb tree, dust mites and many ants.Ants take about 10 minutes before there isn't a

movement. I have also used it for a parasite cleanse as I grew up on a farm with chickens, dogs,

cats and cows. This is such an incredible product when one considers you can mix it with water and

spray it from a hose fitting (for that purpose) and not have to breath the powder, which is not a good

idea without a dust mask. My apple trees have never looked this good this time of year. If I see bugs

on the tree I mix up another batch at a cost of very few pennies and spray the tree down. When it

dries there is a white film on many leaves and apples. ----- no bugs ----- zero --- zilch....... Isn't that

kewl to be able to spray something that dehydrates the bugs without worrying about getting it on

you???I suspect main stream will be fussing a lot when the word truly gets around.

I am only about a quarter of the way through this book and I LOVE IT, and am LEARNING SO

MUCH from it! The author has done a fabulous job of breaking the information down in the chapters

so you can skip around, if you wish, and only read what is pertinent to you right off the bat, but I

want to know EVERYTHING, so I started at the beginning. I am amazed at the amount of

information about diatomaceous earth, the differences in FOOD GRADE and NON-FOOD GRADE,

and have already used some food grade DE with a distributor (both purchased on ). Hubby and I



were both absolutely amazed at how quickly it worked! Tui Rose, the author, explains HOW it works

on pests to rid your home of them also. I can hardly wait to read more of this book when I get a

chance!

I received this book along with a bag of DE as a gift.The book has been very helpful and

informative.I don't have any trouble following what they aretrying to say. If I had to say anything

negativeit would be that they write out the words DiatomaceousEarth too many times instead of just

abbreviating it.Otherwise I would recommend the DE and the book together.Especially if you have

no experience using DE, like me.

awesome book, lots of uses for lots of different things, including humans, pets, pests, garden,

flowers, trees,shrubs,fire ants, roaches, etc.

A friend recommended Diatomaceous Earth for household use. In doing research on this product I

came across this book and purchased it. The book is very educational and informative and I am

now using DE for my pets, chickens and plants.

This book is the "go to" source for information on diatomaceous earth. Another miracle from Mother

Earth...that unfortunately too few people know about!
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